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Appendix: How to obtain Hong Kong’s trade statistics from the website of the Census 
and Statistics Department 

Census and statistic department website - A. Annual digest of statistics 

1.  Firstly, go to the website of census and statistic department 
https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/en/ 

2. Click statisticList of All Statistical Products. 

 

3. Click “Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics”. 
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4. Click the link to save the pdf file of the Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics. 

 

5. Pull down the window to find the Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics of other years. 
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6. Open the pdf file, click search button, then type “Table 3.3” 1 in the search box, press enter.  

 

 

7. The data of “Merchandise trade by main country / territory” could be found.

 

                                                           
1  Key in other statistical tables you are looking for in the search box to quickly find relevant information. 

 

- Table 3.3: Merchandise trade by main country / territory 
- Table 11.20: Visitor arrivals by country / territory 
- Table 11.23: Per capita spending and length of stay of visitors by country / region of residence 
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Census and statistic department website – B. Directly find the data 

1.  Firstly, go to the website of Census and statistic department 
https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/tc/ 

2. After pressing “search”, you would see the picture below. Click “External Merchandise 
Trade Statistics - Imports from Ten Main Suppliers”2 

                                                           
2 Key in other statistical tables you are looking for in the search box to quickly find relevant information. 

- Table 410-50012 : External Merchandise Trade Statistics - Imports from Ten Main Suppliers 
- Table 410-50013 : External Merchandise Trade Statistics - Total Exports to Ten Main Destinations 

Type “Table 
410-50012” in 
the search box. 

https://www.censtatd.gov.hk/tc/
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 3. You can find the relevant data of “Imports from Ten Main Suppliers”. Then click 
“Customise Table / More Data” . 

 

4. In the pop-up menu, check the required year, month and main suppliers. 
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5.  Press “Submit”. 

 

6. You can find the relevant data you are looking for. 
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7. Then click "Download", select the type of file you want to save in the pop-up menu, and 
you can download the data to your computer. 

 


